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DNA recognition and bending 
Rudolf K Allemannl and Martin Egli2 

DNA-binding proteins recognize their DNA targets not only 

through the formation of specific contacts with the nucleotide 

bases but also through inherent properties of the DNA 
sequence, including increased bendability and rigidity. 

Consideration of the properties of both the protein and the DNA 

is required before the sequence specificity and the observed 

DNA bend in DNA-protein complexes can be understood. 
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Introduction 
Any transcription factor must be able to recognize and bind 
to its target DNA efficiently and specifically. The precise 
recognition of a defined DNA sequence by a given tran- 
scription factor necessitates an optimal shape complemen- 
tarity between the interacting species, whereby both the 
protein and the DNA can adapt their conformation to 
ensure an optimal fit. Many proteins recognize B-DNA 
throu,gh the formation of a number of hydrogen bonds and 
van der Raals interacrions between amino acid sidechains 
and the functional groups of the bases. On the other hand, 
it has long been known that DNA can adopt a bent confor- 
mation when bound to a protein [l]. Both crystal-structure 
analyses of synthetic DNA oligonucleotides [2,3] and gel- 
electrophoresis experiments [k-7]. however, have shown 
that certain D&A sequences can be bent even in the 
absence of proteins. Here. we discuss the effect of 
nucleotide sequence on DNA bending and how interacting 
proteins can influence the conformation of DNA so as to 
achieve an ontimal fit with the protein. 

Sequence-dependent DNA bending 
The one strong determinant of intrinsic DNA bending is 
the nucleotide sequence. DNA with the general sequence 
RGCY (where R = A or G and E’ = C or [J) appears always 
to he bent at the central GC step because guanines and 
cytosines prefer to stack squarely on top of each other. For 
instance. in the crystal structure of the oligonucleotide 
d(CATGGCCATG), a bend angle of 23” was observed at 
the GC step in the DNA helix [8]. The three hydrogen 
bonds that hold a G-C base pair together prevent the for- 
mation of a significant propeller twist between the bases, 
which in turn prevents the formation of a roll between 
adjacent base pairs (Figure 1; [9,10] and references 
therein). The stacking can therefore only continue for a 
short distance before the winding of the helix requires the 
stacking to be diminished [3] and, consequently. the helix 
is bent at this position. 

Another type of sequence-dependent bending occurs at 
the junctions between regions of G-C and A-T hase 
pairs. DNA bending of 10-20” has been observed in the 
crystal structures of oligonucleotides that have an AT 
core ([3] and references therein). ‘4lthough such 
sequences may be bent, they are not always so. The tran- 
sition from G-C to A-T base pairs renders such a region 
of the DNA flexible and therefore able to bend. Such fac- 
ultative bending is illustrated by the X-ray structure of 
the dodecamer d(CGCGAATTCGCG): it has a bend of 
18” at the G-C/A-T junction at one end of the helix hut 
is unbent at the equivalent junction at the other end of 
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Fiaure 1 Figure 2 

Chemistry & Biology Propeller Roll 

The propeller twist and the roll in a DNA helix. Propeller twisting is a 
property of a single base pair and rolling occurs between two adjacent 
base pairs. The roll is positive if the base pairs open up towards the 
minor-groove side (as shown). A positive propeller twist of a base pair 
corresponds to a clockwise rotation between bases. 

the helix (Figure 2) [ll,lZ]. The helical bend is gener- 
ated by positive roll angles (Figure 1) of 8.8” and 5.3” at 
the CG and GA steps, respectively (all helical parameters 
were calculated using the program NEWHEL93 distrib- 
uted by R.E. Dickerson and are based on the recent 1.4 (I 
resolution crystal structure data of the Dickerson-Drew 
DNA dodecamer; G. Hu, X. Shui and L.D. Williams, per- 
sonal communication). The increased propeller twist in 
the AT region, which generates a reduced minor-groove 
width of approximately 9.5 A (Figure Z), is possible 
because A-T base pairs are held together by only two 
hydrogen bonds rather than the three formed between 
guanine and cytosine. The propeller twist is large enough 
to allow the formation of interstrand bifurcated hydrogen 
bonds across the major groove between the 6-amino 
group of adenine and the O(4) of thymine of the neigh- 
bouring base pair in the AA step [13-li]. Although this 
interaction is not necessarily required for DNA bending 
[18], as is obvious from the bending observed in DNA 
with alternating adenines and thymines [19], it clearly 
stabilizes the high propeller twist in AT regions. 

The exceptionally small minor-groove width in AT 
regions has also been observed in the crystal and nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) structures of DNA com- 
plexed with various minor-groove-binding drugs [ZO-241. 
In addition, the absence of a Z-amino group in adenine 
facilitates bending into the minor groove. Removal of the 
Z-amino group of guanine by replacing guanine with 
inosine (I) reduces the electrophoretic mobility of DNA 
sequences, which indicates that the intrinsic curvature of 
the DNA is increased. On the other hand, replacing 
adenine in natural DNA with 2,6-diaminopurine reduced 
the intrinsic DNA curvature [25]. The importance of the 
lack of a Z-amino group for bending AT regions into the 
minor groove has also been demonstrated by the X-ray 
structure analysis of the drug distamycin bound to the 
minor groove of an oligonucleotide with the sequence 
d(IC), [26]. The presence of inosine, lacking a Z-amino 
group,. rather than guanine, makes the I-C base pairs 
behave like A-T base pairs. 

A facultative bend into the major groove at one end of the dodecamer 
duplex [d(CGCGAATTCGCG)], [121. Note the positive roll at the CG 
and GA steps and the negative propeller twisting in the central four 
base pairs. Overall and local helical axes are shown in yellow. Carbon 
atoms, grey; nitrogen atoms, dark blue; oxygen atoms, red: phosphorus 
atoms, purple. 

The bendability of a TA step is inherently much greater 
than that of an AT or an AA step. A simple mechanical 
model to explain this observation has been provided by 
Finch and coworkers [27]. The proximity of the methyl 
groups of two successive thymines to each other and to the 
phosphate backbone makes the helix rather rigid (see 
Figure 3 in [%I). In an AT step, the stacking of the 
methyl group of the thymine with the adjacent adenine 
and the intervening sugar phosphate backbone again pre- 
vents bending by a roll mechanism. In a TA step, 
however, the methyl group projects into the major groove 
without any significant stacking interactions with either 
the adjacent adenine or the phosphate backbone, making 
this step more flexible than the AA and AT steps. 

Despite these structural observations on the intrinsic 
ability of DNA to bend, protein-DNA complexes have 
often been viewed as a simple linear DNA duplex deco- 
rated with a protein. Often, the DNA in a DNA-protein 
complex is indeed straight. The early X-ray analyses of 
phage repressors [28,29] have revealed that these proteins 
achieve their high degree of DNA-binding specificity 
through extensive sets of contacts between amino acid 
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Table 1 

DNA-binding proteins, their binding sites and the DNA bend 
angles in the DNA-protein complexes. 

Protein Recognition sequence Bend angle (“) Reference 

CAP 

SRF 

TBP 

MEF-PC 

EcoRl 

M. EcoRl 

EcoRV 

EcoRV 

Fokl 

M. Hhal 

E47 

Max 

USF 

PurR 

SRY 

ETSl 

IHF 

CGAAAAGTGTGACAT- 
ATGTCACAClTllCG 

CTAATTAG 

CTATAAAAG 

CTATAAATAG 

GAATTC 

GAATTC 

GATATC (cognate) 

GAGCTC (non-cognate) 

GGATG 

GCGC 

CACCTG 

CACGTG 

CACGTG 

ACGAAAACGllTTCGT 

GCACAAAC 

90 K-1 

72 

100 

-50 

-30 

-50 

50 

no bend 

no bend 

no bend 

no bend 

no bend 

no bend 

45 

65 

[341 

[46-481 
* 

[=I 
[Ml 

[531 
1531 

1551 
[571 

I611 
RX’1 
[631 
K51 
[661 
[671 
[691 

TCGAGGCCGGAAGTTCGA 60 

AAAAAAGCATTGCTT- 160 
ATCAATTTGlTGCA 

*D. Meierhans, M. Sieber and R.K A., unpublished observations. SRF, 
serum response factor: TBP, TATA-binding protein; EcoRI, M.EcoRI, 
EcoRV, Fokl, restriction endonucleases: MEF-PC, myocyte enhanc‘er 
factor-2C; E47, basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor; Max, USF, 
basic helix-loop-helix-leucine zipper proteins; PurR, a purine repres- 
sor; SRY, a sex-determining protein; ETSl, a human oncogene 
product: IHF, integration host factor. 

residues and the operator bases. For instance, the complex 
of the bacteriophage h repressor with its DNA-binding 
site has 16 hydrogen bonds between sidechains and the 
nucieotide bases in addition to numerous van der Waals 
interactions [30]. The amount of DNA bending in phage 
repressor-DNA complexes is small. 

DNA bending in DNA-protein complexes 
The first examples of extensively bent DNA structures 
were found in the complexes of DNA and the dimeric pro- 
teins bacteriophage 1 Cro [31] and catabolite activator 
protein (C4P) [32]. Each CAP monomer recognizes one 
half site of its DNA target through the introduction of an cx 
helix into the major groove. thereby compressing the minor 
groove between the two insertion sites and bending the 
DNA by approximately 90” (Table 1) [32]. Cro also recog- 
nises its DNA target sequence TATCACCGCGGGT- 
GATA through a helix-turn-helix motif. Although the first 
and last six base pairs in the operator essentially have a B- 
type conformation, the central region of the DNA is bent 

The global conformation of the SRF-DNA complex [341. The protein 
dimer binds from the minor-groove side and bends the DNA into the 
minor groove. The protein monomers are colored in orange and green, 
CL helices are represented as cylinders and I3 strands are shown as 
arrows. The strands of the DNA duolex are colored in red and blue, 
and their sequences are indicated below. 

by approximately 40” and the file G-C base pairs in the 
middle of this region are significantly overwound [31]. 
These dramatic bending effects would not have been pre- 
dicted by a simple analysis of the sequences of the binding 
sites of CAP and Cro. 

Conversely. the recognition sequences of serum response 
factor (SRF), TATA-binding protein (TBP). the restriction 
endonucleases EcoRI and EcoRV, and ErnRI DNA methyl- 
transferase (h,l.E~roRI) all have L4T-rich cores (Table 1). 
characterized by an increased bendability even in the 
absence of a protein. The crystal structure analyses of DNL4 
complexed to these proteins revealed that they exploit the 
inherent hendability of their DNA targets. and the DNA is 
significantly bent in all these complexes (Table 1). 

SRF is a ubiquitous nuclear protein that is important for 
cellular proliferation and differentiation [33]. It binds to 
DNL4 as a homodimer through a 31,4DS domain and 
depends on the presence of the DNA sequence 
CC(,L\/T),GG for activity (Figure 3). .4 determination of 
the crystal structure of the SRF-DNA complex showed 
that the DNA was bent by 72’ as a result of high positive 
roll angles at the G-C/T-.$ ,junction [3-r]. The major 
groove is opened up to 19.5 A in the AT region, whereas 
the minor grnove is compressed to approximately 8 .A 
through significantly increased negative propeller twists. 
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Figure 4 Figure 5 

Interactions between the positively charged amino acid sidechains 
(yellow) and the DNA phosphates in the SRF-DNA complex; the 
remainder of the protein is shown in green. Note that these contacts 
occur on only one side of the duplex, causing the DNA (red and blue) 
to bend towards the protein. The histidine and lysine residues attached 
to either end of the duplex act as handles to bend the DNA further (the 
DNA illustrated here is too short to allow formation of the 
His-phosphate contact on the left-hand side). 

Negative roll angles were observed between the central 
four base pairs of the SRF-binding site, which reduce the 
unfavourable interaction between the stacked exocyclic 
amino groups of adjacent adenines [34]. As expected, 
binding-site selection experiments based on the poly- 
merase chain reaction (PCR) revealed a strong conserva- 
tion of the flanking GG dinucleotide and a discrimination 
against guanine and cytosine in the core of the SRF- 
binding site [35]. Mutations in the core of the binding site 
are tolerated as long as they do not prevent the formation 
of the high propeller twists required in this region. 
Overall, the conformation of the DNA in the complex is 
similar to that expected for the unbound DNA and SRF 
appears simply to potentiate the high intrinsic bendability 
of its DNA target site [34]. Several positively charged 
amino acid residues of SRF bind to the phosphate groups 
on only one side of the SRF-binding site (Figure 4). 
These interactions lead to an unbalanced Coulombic 
repulsion between the phosphate groups, causing the 
DNA to bend towards SRF [36,37]. The three positively 
charged amino acids that interact with the distal ends of 
the DNA pull these regions of the DNA up towards SRF. 

Myocyte enhancer factor-Z (MEF-2C) interacts with 
DNA in a similar fashion to SRF [38]. Target sites for 
MEF-2C have been identified in the promoters and 

The global conformation of the TBP-DNA complex [471. The protein 
binds the TATA box from the minor-groove side and bends the DNA 
into the major groove. The cx helices and p strands of the protein 
(green) are represented as cylinders and arrows, respectively. The 
sequence of the DNA duplex (red and blue) is shown. 

enhancers of many muscle-specific genes [39]; the consen- 
sus DNA-binding site was determined as CTA(A/T),TAG 
[38]. A detailed analysis of the affinity of MEF-2C for 
various DNA sequences revealed that mutations within the 
central four base pairs are tolerated as long as adenine is 
replaced with thymine or vice versa (D. Meierhans, M. 
Sieber and R.K.A., unpublished observations). The replace- 
ment of the central bases with guanine and cytosine, 
however, diminished the binding affinity significantly. Cir- 
cular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and bending analysis by 
circular permutation assays revealed that MEF-2C indeed 
potentiates the natural tendency of its DNA target to adopt 
a bent conformation (Table 1; D. Meierhans, M. Sieber and 
R.K.A., unpublished observations). 

The TATA-binding protein (TBP) uses another mecha- 
nism to increase the bending of DNA that already has a 
natural propensity to bend [40]. TBP is a phylogenetically 
highly conserved, central transcription factor required for 
transcriptional initiation by all three eukaryotic RNA 
polymerases [4144]. The first step in gene transcription 
by RNA polymerase II is the binding of TBP to a TATA 
box, a highly conserved AT-rich promoter element. The 
consensus TATA-box sequence is TATA(A/T)A(A/T) 
[45]. The crystal structures of a TATA box complexed 
with human, yeast and Arabidopsis TBPs have recently 
been solved (Figure 5) [4648]. Strong kinks of approxi- 
mately 45” are introduced into the DNA at either end of 
the TATA box through the intercalation of two phenylala- 
nine rings between two adjacent base pairs (Figure 6), 
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Figure 6 Table 2 

One of the two sharp kinks which bend the DNA towards the major 
groove in the TBP-DNA complex. The kinks are introduced by TBP 
through the insertion of two phenylafanines (F) between adjacent T-A 
pairs from the minor-groove side [48]. Note the massive positive roll of 
more than 40” between the base pairs. Carbon atoms, grey; nitrogen 
atoms, blue; oxygen atoms, red; phosphorus atoms, yellow. 

thereby bending the DNA into the major groove 
(Figure 5). The bends are produced by rolling these adja- 
cent base pairs around their long axes, resulting in a com- 
pression of the major groove and a widening of the minor 
groove (Figure 5). 

The activity of TBP in yeast and HeLa (a human epithe- 
ha1 cell line) cells was measured with different TATA 
boxes. It could be correlated with the bendability of the 
TATA box and with the bend angle observed in the 
TBP-DNA complex (Table 2) [49,50]. Transcription from 
the sequence TATAAA was used as a standard. The bend 
angle in the complex with TBP was independently deter- 
mined to be approximately 90” by X-ray crystallography 
[48] and by solution methods [49]. Increasing the ability of 
the DNA to bend through the introduction of an addi- 
tional TA step (TATATAA) also increased both the tran- 
scriptional activity and the observed bend angle in the 
complex (Table 2). The simple inversion of an A-T base 
pair generally affects both the transcriptional activity and 
the bend angle only slightly. The inversion of the A-T 
base pair at position 3, however, creates a pure A tract 
(TAAAAA), which is typically rigid (see above), and both 
the bend angle and the transcriptional activity are dramati- 
cally decreased. The only other mutation that creates a 
similar reduction in activity is the introduction of a G-C 
pair in the center of the TATA box. 

The most remarkable property of type II restriction 
enzymes is that they cut their target DNA with high 
sequence specificity [Sl]. The restriction enzymes that 
recognize AT-rich DNA sequences provide another strik- 
ing example of a correlation of the bendability of the free 
DNA with the bending observed in the complex. EcoRI 
and EcoRV, which recognize GAATTC and GATATC, 

A comparison of the bend angles in various TATA-box-TBP 
complexes, and the relative activity of transcriptional 
activation in HeLa and yeast cells. 

Sequence Bend angle* 

TATAAA (A) 93 

TATATAA 106 

lllAAA (A) 87 

TA-ITAA (A) 80 

CATAAA (A) 63 

TAAAAA (A) <34 

TACAAA nd 

TAGAAA nd 

TATGAA nd 

Relative in vitro activity+ 

HeLa Yeast 

100 100 

172 107 

54 62 

19 25 

26 30 

<l <l 

2 2 

2 1 

<l <l 

*See [50]. +See [511. nd, not determined. 

respectively, bend the DNA by 30” and 50” through an 
unstacking of the central base step (Table 1; [SZ] and ref- 
erences therein; [53]). In the crystal structure of the 
complex between EcoRV and the non-cognate DNA 
sequence GAGCTC, however, the DNA was essentially 
unbent (Table l), presumably because a higher expendi- 
ture of free energy would be needed to distort the non- 
cognate DNA [53]. Replacing the second adenine in the 
EcoRI recognition sequence with purine (GAPTTC) led 
to an increase in binding affinity, probably because the 
formation of a high propeller twist in the P-T base pair is 
easier than in the A-T base pair [54]. The determination 
of the crystal structure of DNA complexed with the 
restriction endonuclease FokI, which recognises the asym- 
metric DNA sequence GGATG, revealed that the DNA 
maintains an unbent B-type conformation [SS]. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy and crystal-structure analysis, 
respectively, showed that both M.EcoRI and H/KzI DNA- 
methyltransferase (M.HhaI) stabilize an extrahelical base 
[.56,.57]. For DNA recognition, however, M.EcoRI takes 
advantage of the intrinsically high flexibility of its recogni- 
tion sequence [58], whereas the conformation of the 
M.HlraI-binding site remains unbent upon protein 
binding, as might have been predicted from its recognition 
sequence (GCGC; Table 1). 

In all the cases described above, the protein takes advan- 
tage of the bendable nature of AT sequences. To the best 
of our knowledge, the only case in which such an inherently 
bendable DNA sequence adopts a straight conformation in 
a protein complex was found in the cocrystal structure of 
the architectural transcription factor HMG-I(Y) (high- 
mobility group protein) with an oligonucleotide containing 
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the PRDII (positive regulatory domain 2 of the human 
interferon-B enhancer) site (GGGAAATTCCTC) of the 
interferon-B promoter [59]. The interferon-B enhancer has a 
small intrinsic bend of -20” towards the minor groove [60]. 
On the other hand, the PRDII site in the complex with 
HMG-I(Y) has an essentially straight B-type conformation 
[59]. It appears that the principal role of HMG-I(Y) is to 
reverse or prevent the distortion of a DNA site that is inher- 
ently bendable. HMG-I(Y) achieves this through the forma- 
tion of numerous contacts with the phosphate backbone 
and the nucleotide bases in the minor groove [59]. 

When a protein binds to a more rigid DNA sequence it 
often does not bend the DNA. M.HhaI [57], E47 (basic 
helix-loop-helix transcription factor) [61], and the two 
basic helix-loop-helix-leucine zipper proteins Max [62] 
and USF [63] bind to those DNA sequences that are most 
likely to adopt a B-type conformation in the uncomplexed 
form, and indeed the DNA remains unbent even when 
bound to a protein (Table 1). 

Proteins can also induce the formation of bends in DNA 
sequences that are not inherently bendable but this is ener- 
getically costly. The purine repressor, PurR, which is 
involved in the biosynthesis of purines and pyrimidines, 
binds to runs of four consecutive adenines and thymines 
interrupted by the dinucleotide CG (Table 1) [64]. Like 
TBP, PurR bends the DNA into the major groove through 
the insertion of a hinge into the minor groove and the inter- 
calation of the sidechains of two leucine residues into the 
CG step [65]. In addition, two helix-turn-helix motives 
bind into the major groove on either side of the CG step, 
thereby providing significant leverage for the bending 
motion, resulting in a 4.5” bend of the helical axis [65]. The 
AAAA regions that flank the central CG dinucleotide are 
straight, as shown by the high propeller twists and the 
small roll angles, which is in good agreement with the prop- 
erties of A tracts (see above). The protein takes advantage 
of the typical characteristics of A tracts such as the straight 
course of the DNA and the narrow minor groove. 

The sex-determining protein SRY [66] and the human 
oncogene product ETSl [67], which bend the helical axis 
by 6.5” and 60”, respectively (Table l), are other proteins 
that bind to DNA sequences that are not inherently bend- 
able but nevertheless adopt bent conformations in the 
protein-DNA complex. In both cases, intercalation of 
amino acid residues between base pairs of the DNA and 
extensive other contacts are needed to bend the DNA 
[40]. Sharp DNA bends, irrespective of the exact base 
sequence and the inherent ability of DNA to bend, are 
also found in the nucleosome core particle generated by 
extensive contacts between histones and DNA [68]. 

A further example of energetically demanding protein- 
induced DNA bending is provided by the structure of 

Figure 7 

A van der Waals’ representation of the IHF-DNA complex [70]. The 
monomeric subunits of the protein are shown in yellow and green. The 
strands of the DNA duplex are red and bl$e and its sequence is depicted 
below. The drawing illustrates both the massive DNA bend induced by 
the protein and the large contact surface of -4600 A* between the 
protein and the DNA. Note the straight A tract on the left-hand side with 
one IHF momomer (green) contacting its narrow minor groove. 

integration host factor (IHF) beund to the H’ site of 
phage h (GCC AAAAAAGCATTGCTTATCAATTTGT- 
TGCACC) (Figure 7) [69,70]. The 34 base pair DNA is 
literally wrapped around the protein and bent by more 
than 160”, thereby reversing the direction of the DNA 
within a very short distance. For bending, IHF relies on 
the intercalation of proline residues and extensive interac- 
tions with the DNA, creating a buried protein-DNA inter- 
face of -4600 A2 (Figure 7). Such an extreme bend, which 
allows proteins that bind upstream and downstream of the 
IHF-binding site to interact directly with one another, 
provides the structural basis for the function of IHF in 
processes like h integration, replication and site-specific 
recombination (for reviews, see [71,72]). The interaction 
of IHF with the A tract at one end of the DNA duplex 
provides another striking example of recognition through 
structure rather than through base-specific contacts. The 
structural features of the A tract are exploited by IHF; the 
narrow minor groove creates an optimal shape comple- 
mentarity between the protein and the DNA. In fact, the 
A tract in the complex with IHF can be superimposed on 
that of the dodecamer [d(CGCAAAAAA GCG)], [13] with 
a root mean square deviation of 0.6 A (Figure 7) [69]. 

Conclusions 
In summary, there is ample evidence that proteins recog- 
nize and bind to their specific DNA targets not only 
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through sequence-specific contacts between the amino 
acid residues and the bases of the DNA, but also through 
the recognition of intrinsic properties of the DNA-binding 
site such as the tendency to bend. The conservation of 
flexibility or rigidity is therefore at least as important for 
recognition as the strict conservation of the exact DNA 
sequence. The bending properties and the specificity of 
DNA-protein complexes are best understood by studying 
the properties of both the protein and the DNA. 
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